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Motivations and aims of the research
Usually a soldering technology is applied during the production of electronics circuits.
Nowadays, this technology is manly the reflow soldering due to the strong evolution of the
surface mount technology (SMT). The reflow soldering process is applied to enable the
attachment of surface mount devices (SMDs) to printed wiring boards (PWBs). The
preparatory steps of the process are the solder paste printing to the contact surfaces (pads)
of the PWB, and the component placement onto the solder paste deposit. The reflow oven
then heats the entire assembly to a temperature beyond the melting point (reflow
temperature) of the solder alloy. This allows the melting of the individual solder particles in
the paste into a single volume which can wet the soldering surfaces and form the solder
joints.
The development of the SMT has brought the widening of the assortment of the surface
mounted devices (SMD). Nowadays, not only the small chip components but lots of big
power components are also assembled by reflow soldering technology. In addition in the
past few years the soldering devices have been also developed. The infrared reflow ovens
have been changed to pure convection ovens in which the temperature distribution can be
accurately controlled. After 1st of July in 2006 the lead-free solders with the higher melting
point and their new aide materials are also caused problems. Due to these effects, in the
case of the new type SMD components the formerly eliminated soldering failures are
occurred again such as skewing the component during the soldering or the “tomb stone”
effect. The tomb stone effect means that one of the contact surfaces is lifted form the PWB.
Formerly this type of failure was typical only in the case of chip components. Most of the
component displacements are caused by the wrong component topology. The modification
of this is very expensive in the production phase. Therefore in the case of this type of
failures, the failure analysis by modeling is one of the most important steps during the
development of the circuits.
According to the literature I have recognized that the soldering technologies and devices
applied in the mass production pass the level of the currently existed modeling and
measuring methods. My conclusions are the followings:
•

Most of the reflow models deal with the infrared and the mixed heated (means
infrared heating with air mixing in the oven) reflow ovens. We can find some
significant works between these, however these models are outworn due to the
autarchy of the convection reflow ovens. Therefore the former reflow models can be
used with limitations or not at all. Up this day only some works has been published in
the issue of the pure convection reflow ovens.

•

From the component-level thermal models only some models investigate the
soldering process and only some of these deals with convection heating. Most of
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them study the thermal effects of the electronics components (mainly in power ICs)
during the operation. The main issues are the heat dissipation and the cooling.
Usually these models are unsuitable for the simulation of the soldering process.
•

In the case of the reflow models I have observed the largest defect in the field of the
determination of the model parameters. I have found only in the 15% of the studied
work any kind of ambition to determine or at least to attune the necessary
parameters (ex. heater temperature, emission rate, heat transfer coefficient,…) to
the given soldering environment. Usually the authors use estimated data form the
literature or apply each others results according to false analogies between the
examined reflow ovens or circuits. This phenomena has not caused such a big
problem during the modeling of infrared or mixed heated reflow ovens, because we
have had a lot of information form the parameters of the infrared heating. However
the problem is more serious in the case of the convection reflow ovens because we
have much less experiences about the parameters of the convection heating.

Consequently the former reflow models and measurement methods can be used with
limitations or not at all. Therefore it is especially current to search and develop new
modeling methods for failure analysis and new measurement methods for convection reflow
ovens. According to these I have chosen the followings to the main issues of my work:
•

Investigate the operation of the convection reflow ovens and study the thermal and
gas flow effects in the oven.

•

Invent measurement methods for convection reflow ovens which can determine the
heating parameters of the oven (heater temperature and heat transfer coefficient)
and characterize these parameters not only with average values but with
distribution.

•

Build three dimensional component-level thermal models to study, simulate and
presage soldering failures of the convection reflow soldering process.
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Applied observation techniques
For the suitable investigation of a reflow soldering failure we need the exact knowledge
of the thermal and gas flow processes which happen in the applied reflow oven and we need
to know the physical parameters of these processes. Therefore the mile stones of my work
were the followings: at the beginning of my research I have had to learn and understand the
operation of the convection reflow ovens; then I have invented new measurement methods
which can determine the thermal parameters of the ovens and after it I have created new
modeling methods to study the soldering failures effectively.
The first aim of my work was to do a measurement method for convection reflow ovens
which can determine the heat transfer coefficient of the blow in vertical gas streams in the
finest resolution as it is possible under production circumstances. The vertical heater gas
streams from the nozzle-matrix can consider to be vertical only until a given distance above
the board, form this distance the streams reach an transaction phase and join into a
continuous radial flow layer above the board. This radial flow layer affects also significantly
to the formation of the thermal profile in the oven, so it is also important to determine the
heat transfer coefficient in the radial flow layer. Moreover most reflow ovens are designed
to use double conveyor lines, although in many cases the manufacturers use only one of
these conveyor lines which is located in an asymmetric position to the walls of the oven. One
of the basic questions was during my research how the asymmetrical conveyer position
affects on the formation of the radial flow layer and on the heating ability of the oven.
The measured parameters of the reflow ovens are very useful for the calibration and the
monitoring of the oven, but they are also necessary for the modeling of thermal processes in
the oven. As I mentioned, up to this day there are only a few thermal models which deal
with convection reflow ovens in the level of discrete components. Therefore during my Ph.D
work the last step was to create new modeling methods which simulate reflow soldering
failures under convection environment with the application of my previously measured oven
parameters.
In the following section I present my achieved results in the filed of the convection
reflow soldering and I also present the application possibilities of my results.
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New scientific results

Thesis Group I.
Thesis I/1.: I have invented new measurement method for convection reflow ovens which
apply nozzle-matrix blower system. These can determine the distribution of the heat
transfer coefficient in the case of the vertical gas streams form the nozzle-matrix in function
of the height above the board.
The basic of the method is that I measure the temperate changes under the nozzle-lines in
front of the nozzles and at different measuring height. I have developed a calculation
method which can determine the heat transfer coefficient and the heater temperature of
the gas by the temperature–time curves of the oven and by the heat equation of the
measuring probe. The heat transfer coefficient is a constant in the Newton equation which
calculates the convection heat flow rate. With the application of my measuring adjustment
and my data processing method I have achieved that the necessary measurement steps (in
the case of the whole oven measuring) can be reduced to quarter of the data register limit.
Thesis I/2.: With my measurement method (presented in Thesis I/1.) I have proven that in
the case of convection reflow ovens applied nozzle-matrix blower system the heat transfer
coefficients of the vertical gas streams depend on the height above board. With
measurements I have created the typical characteristics of the heat transfer coefficient in
the case of the vertical gas streams in function of the height above the board.
The heat transfer coefficient can be considered to be constant from the entrance of the gas
streams until to H/2.5 height; then from H/2.5 to H/12 the decline starts and follows a linear
shape with 2.9–3.9 W/m2K/mm gradient, then at H/12 height there is a cut-off point and the
gradient of the decline grows. In a convection reflow oven applied nozzle-matrix blower
system it is enough to determine a basic heat transfer coefficient value (α0) at H/60 height
and the other values of the given nozzle-line can be calculated according to my
characteristics.
Related publications with Thesis Group I: L1, R1, R2

Thesis Group II.
Thesis II/1.: I have invented new measurement methods for convection reflow ovens which
apply nozzle-matrix blower system. These can determine the direction characteristics of the
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heat transfer coefficient in the case of the radial flow layer on the board in function of the
height above the board.
The basic of my method is that I put a measuring gate into the radial flow layer. The
measuring gate contains probes at different height and they are positioned in front of flow
direction. The front and the rear end of the gate were opened so the radial flow could pass
through it, but the roof of the gate protected the probes from the disturbing effect of the
entering vertical gas streams. Twelve measuring locations were chosen, each equally located
around a circle whose centre aligned with the centre of the test board. The circle had a
radius of 30mm. The heat transfer coefficient of the radial flow layer can be calculated from
the heat equation of the probes and the measured temperature–time curves.
Thesis II/2.: With my measurement method (presented in Thesis II/1.) I have showed that
the construction of the oven affects on the heat transfer coefficients of the radial flow
layers. The values were much larger (80−120%) towards the entrance and the exit of the
zones than towards the walls of the oven. I have also proven that the asymmetrical position
of the conveyor line in the oven affects on the formation of the radial flow layer, this causes
40% difference between the heat transfer coefficients towards the opposite walls of the
oven.
Thesis II/3.: With my measurement method (presented in Thesis II/1.) I have proven that in
the case of convection reflow ovens applied nozzle-matrix blower system the heat transfer
coefficients of the radial flow layer depend on the height above board. With measurements I
have created the typical characteristics of the heat transfer coefficient in the case of the
radial flow layer in function of the height above the board. I have checked the measured
results by an analytical modol.
According to the typical characteristics, from H/2 to H/12 height the rate of growth increases
and at H/12 height the heat transfer coefficient reaches the 160% of the base value (α0 at
H/2). From H/12 to H/60 height the heat transfer coefficient decreases substantially and it
reaches the α0 value. With these results it is enough to measure the α0 value at a given
measuring location and the characteristics of the heat transfer coefficient can be
determined. So the direction characteristics of α can be defined with a few measurement
steps.
Related publications with Thesis Group II: L2, L3, K1, K2, K3

Thesis Group III.
Thesis III/1.: I have made a three dimensional component-level thermal model to investigate
the displacement of the components during the reflow soldering process such as skewing.
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One of the root causes of displacement is the temperature deviation between the contact
surfaces of the components. Therefore, my model calculates the temperature distribution at
the level of discrete components. The ability of the model was tested by the examination of
a real soldering failure, which was the modeling of a TO-263 component skewing.
According to my results, if 20–30% deviations of the heat transfer coefficients exist between
the opposite lateral faces of the component then more than 0.2s time difference can be
between the melting time of the solder on the opposite contact surfaces and it can cause the
skewing of the component .
I have achieved with my cell partition method (AID – adaptive interpolation and decimation)
that the resolution and the accuracy of the model is increased in the investigated areas
without increasing the model complexity. With the collective application of the thermal cell
method, the AID cell partition and the FDM (Finite Difference Method) calculation method I
have achieved that the calculation time of my model is very short compared with the similar
FEM (Finite Element Method) models.
Thesis III/2.: I have done a new modeling method based on the Dijsktra algorithm to study
the heat conduction ability of inhomogeneous material structures. I have presented how the
graph theory can be used in the field of thermal study. From a thermal cell model my
algorithm builds a directed graph where the thermal nodes are the vertices and the edges
are weighted with the time coefficients of the given cell. The graph describes the conduction
parameters of the investigated structure therefore the conduction parameters can be
studied by graph theory.
The basic of my method is that the heat conduction ability of the different materials can be
described with the multiplied value of their heat capacity and conduction resistance as a
time coefficient. With the Dysktra algorithm the shortest “conduction paths” between
different parts of the component can be find. With this the following effects can be studied
during the soldering process: from which points and which paths can the most effective
heating of a chosen contact surface be achieved; the differences between the shortest
conduction paths; the effect of heat distraction. With application of the AID cell partition
method (presented in Thesis III/1.) I have achieved that the step number of the path
searching was ~N/3 instead of N2 in the function of the cell number (N).
Related publications with Thesis Group III: L4, R3, R4, K4

The application of my results
In my Ph.D dissertation I have illustrated the application of my results with several
examples. In this section I will summarize these.
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The measurement method presented in thesis I/1. is able to determine the necessary
parameters of the convection reflow oven for thermal modeling but it is also able to use for
the monitoring of the oven operation. We can investigate the effect of the deteriorated
parts and the flux residues on the heat transfer coefficient distribution of the vertical gas
streams. With the reduction of the measurement steps and with the determination of the
typical characteristics function (presented in thesis I/2.) I have achieved that my
measurement method can be applied under production circumstances. This condition is
indispensable in the electronics industry.
The measurement method (presented in thesis II/1.) and the results of the characteristics
measurements (presented in II/3.) are also important about the determination of the oven
parameters for reflow process modeling. In addition they are able to examine how the
asymmetrical positioned conveyor line affects on the heating ability of the reflow oven.
According to my results in thesis II/2., the construction of the reflow oven can cause that the
transported convection heat is spatial. This effect together with a wrong component
arrangement can cause soldering failures. But, armed with the ability of our oven, effective
thermal simulations and failure predictions as well as heating and layout optimizations can
be effectively undertaken. Therefore my method is a useful tool for electronics production.
The measurement approaches presented in thesis I/1. and I/2 (after minor development)
can be also applicable for optimization of other heater systems applying forced convection
heating.
Although in Ph.D dissertation I have only showed results from one investigation of a TO263 package displacement, but my model (presented in these II/1.) is able to predict most
kinds of displacement and movement of SMDs during reflow soldering if they are caused by
inhomogeneous thermal properties of the components and/or inhomogeneous convection
efficiency. . In addition, my modeling approach is also applicable for simulation and
optimization in other thermal processes. For example, where the inhomogeneous
convection heating or conduction properties can cause problems, such as the preheating
system of wave and selective soldering machines, high temperature surface cleaning and
dye-drying process.
The main advantage of my modeling method (presented in thesis III/2) is that we can
compare the conduction ability of inhomogeneous material structures easily and fast. These
results can be used effectively during the design of circuits or during the design of the
components also. Nowadays the optimization of the component assembling ability is
becoming more and more important. In addition my modeling method can be useful in other
technologies where the heat conduction plays important role, like the optimization of the
power circuits cooling.
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